Silver nanoparticles induced RNA polymerase-silver binding and RNA transcription inhibition in erythroid progenitor cells.
Due to its antimicrobial activity, nanosilver (nAg) has become the most widely used nanomaterial. Thus far, the mechanisms responsible for nAg-induced antimicrobial properties and nAg-mediated toxicity to organisms have not been clearly recognized. Silver (Ag) ions certainly play a crucial role, and the form of nanoparticles can change the dissolution rate, bioavailability, biodistribution, and cellular uptake of Ag. However, whether nAg exerts direct "particle-specific" effects has been under debate. Here we demonstrated that nAg exhibited a robust inhibition on RNA polymerase activity and overall RNA transcription through direct Ag binding to RNA polymerase, which is separated from the cytotoxicity pathway induced by Ag ions. nAg treatment in vitro resulted in reduced hemoglobin concentration in erythroid cells; in vivo administration of nAg in mice caused profound reduction of hemoglobin content in embryonic erythrocytes, associated with anemia in the embryos. Embryonic anemia and general proliferation deficit due to the significant inhibition on RNA synthesis, at least partially, accounted for embryonic developmental retardation upon nAg administration. To date, there is no conclusive answer to the sources of nAg-mediated toxicity: Ag ions or "particle-specific" effects, or both. We here demonstrated that both Ag ions and nAg particles simultaneously existed inside cells, demonstrating the "Trojan horse" effects of nAg particles in posing biological impacts on erythroid cells. Moreover, our results suggested that "particle-specific" effects could be the predominant mediator in eliciting biological influences on erythroid cells under relatively low concentrations of nAg exposure. The combined data highlighted the inhibitory effect of nAg on RNA polymerase activity through a direct reciprocal interaction.